Senate Approves WJMF Proposal
Radio Station To Go Stereo

The Voice of Bryant College, WJMF, will modify its equipment to broadcast in stereo. This transformation from monaural to stereo should be accomplished within a month at a cost of approximately $5,000.

Significant advances were made early this week. The Student Senate unanimously voted to grant $3,000 to WJMF in response to a formal request made by the station's General Manager, Ken Goralnick. The proposal explained that the remaining $2,000 would be raised through the combined efforts of the other student organizations.

Ken expressed a deep gratitude towards the Senate: "I am glad to see that the Executive Council as well as the Student Senate is so responsive to the needs of the radio station and Bryant students." More importantly, he added that, "It is the first time that student organizations are working together to meet the needs of students by collective pooling of energies."

Going stereo is the latest in a number of improvements made recently to WJMF. Coverage of basketball and hockey games as well as special concert nights have been made possible by the donation of portable transmitting equipment. The extension of programming days along with other numerous additions have greatly increased listenership through the hard work of the WJMF staff.

At the beginning of this semester, the Board of Directors of WJMF established short and long range goals that they felt should be instituted to insure future growth of the radio station. Two main goals that surfaced through a questionnaire distributed to the community was the need for the radio station to go stereo and the need for an increase in power (so that the station could be heard at a greater distance).

A plurality of those questioned that listened to WJMF indicated that they believed that going stereo should be their primary goal. The other conclusion was that most of the students did not presently listen to WJMF because they were not stereo equipped.

The goal of going stereo was established as the major project by the Board of Directors because the procedure of increasing power is a timely process, whose benefit could not be attained in the immediate future. Ken explained that "WJMF is now classified as a Class D Non-commercial, educational FM station. For a major power increase, the radio station would have to apply for a Class A radio station license. This would not be possible as F.C.C. rules state that Class A radio stations have to be at least 65 miles apart. There is such a station now in operation in Worcester, MA. So the possibility of WJMF having the application granted is "nil."

Another alternative for increasing the power is possible. That would be to add to the number of 'bays' on the existing antenna. The antenna now incorporates two 'bays' and additional 'bays' can be added to increase the power. This can be accomplished with relative ease and is well within F.C.C. rules. Ken stated that he hoped work could be done on the antenna over the summer months.

Bearing these facts in mind, the radio station decided to concentrate on accomplishing the goal of going stereo because it would affect the most number of students.

By going stereo the station's benefit to the student body is greatly increased. The fidelity of the broadcasts will be increased tremendously, listening will be more enjoyable, and it will enable students to tape WJMF programs in stereo. Ken feels that the biggest advantage to going stereo is the increase in number of students that will use the radio station's service.

FUND raising efforts reached the remaining $2,000 are now being coordinated. To help in their fund raising, the radio station has the backing of all major student organizations including the ARCHWAY, G.L.C and others. Ken explained that such support is essential to the station's continued existence.

In speaking of the Senate he said, "Without the Student Senate's $3,000 supplement, a $2,000 fund-raising campaign would have been pointless."

With the backing that the Senate has shown, the radio station hopes the community will see the importance of going stereo has, and when fund raising is initiated to raise the remaining money, the radio station will wholeheartedly support its purpose.

News Wrap-Up
by Steve Sellers
and Craig Perry

The nation has a new 200 mile fishing limit along the length of its coast and fishermen are both happy and unhappy about the new law. The law extends the U.S. controlled waters greatly in comparison to the previous 12-mile limit. The Coast Guard is charged with the responsibility of patrolling the waters and will be giving oral and written warnings to vessels which are violating the law. Vessels will be required to have a permit for limited fishing within the area. Eastern seaboard fishermen are happy with the law, foreign anglers are understandably disgruntled.

The unpredictable President of Uganda, Idi Amin, ordered all Americans in his country to appear before him earlier this week. He then postponed the meeting for two days, and most recently told Americans that there would be no meeting and that they were free to leave the country.

The renunciation announcement aroused much concern in the Carter Administration. In light of recent reports of a purge of thousands of Christians whom Amin apparently felt were plotting his overthrow.

In a news conference this week, President Carter said he favored long-range federal loans to New York to help the financially-stricken city. At present, the city is faced with its biggest threat of going bankrupt since its collapse almost 15 months ago. Its first default -stable environment.

When THE ARCHWAY continued to page 4, col. 1

Wage Hike For Maintenance
Teachers Ponder New Contract

While Bryant's maintenance workers approved a new contract with the College this week, the College faculty was and is just beginning the negotiation phase of their upcoming contract renewal.

The maintenance personnel cleaned up with a tidy 6.5 percent across-the-board wage hike for carpenters, electricians and plumbers. Both the groundskeepers and the plumbers will receive a 10.5 percent increase for the first year of the contract. A 6 percent increase is due for both categories during the second year.

Mr. Thomas E. Finnefran, who is business agent for Local 134 of the Service Employees International Union, told THE ARCHWAY that he felt the maintenance personnel were satisfied with the agreement and called it a fair contract. The employees earlier rejected a proposed three-year contract due to the fact that the College was reluctant to include a cost -of-living clause in the contract.

Overall, said Finnefran, the College was willing to meet the demands of the workers. The approved contract will last two years and includes an additional paid holiday on the day after Thanksgiving and coverage under Blue Cross Dental Health Family Plan. The College will be required to pay the premium for that coverage.

Bryant currently employs 58 members of the SEIU.

Bryant's faculty is in the early stages of assessing its contract situation in light of the expiration of their existing contract on July 31, 1977. Mr. Joseph Jilacqua, Economics professor and chairman of the committee to negotiate with the faculty, regretted that he could not be specific on some areas of the contract situation, as he is obligated to keep the negotiations as fair and impartial as possible. He did state, however, that the attitude of the faculty was not hostile in regard to the contract renewal. Jilacqua said the contract accepted two years ago was "pretty good," but noted the need for pay increases to keep up with the pace of inflation. That contract, he noted, was approved during the strife-ridden days of the College, when maintenance employees were on strike. This year's contract is being negotiated in a much more continued to page 13 column 1
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Dear Editor,

You know it's really good to know that Security is doing its job, and especially that it's doing it 24 hours a day!

How often have you gone by the Student Union and wondered why it wasn't reprimanded? That's just what happened! At 6:15 a.m. Friday, Joan was walking through the Student Union and was awakened by the phone ringing. An official voice asked if Joan knew who was at the front desk. Joan was calling. The voice stated, "Security." I woke Joan up and she got on the phone. She was told that she would have to move her car in order for the dump truck to back it up. She was mad, to say the least! She knew quite well that she had parked in a legitimate parking space, especially after she'd gotten a ticket for blocking a space in the same area once before. She was told by the security guard that she had 15 minutes to move her car and then it would be towed! He then said that she should take it up with the administration.

Joan was tired and quite upset and just wanted to go back to sleep. She was more upset than she decided to "be helpful" and move her car. She didn't know if Security was trying to catch her or what. We got out there and saw that there were no other spaces on our side of the street. The only other house visible except the four spaces directly in front of our townhouse was drinking in a large amount of alcohol.

Now, did Security think of calling them at 6:15 a.m. to tell them to move the crookedly parked cars so that Joan might be able to again park legally? Security, if you are going to do a job then do it right and be consistent.

At least she didn't receive a ticket. This is Security, for saving her money!

Two fed up females,
Lynda Pollen and Joan Russillo

P.S. Perhaps Security could consider awakening people at a more decent hour so that people who do have to move their cars might be more awake at the time. The present method could easily cause an accident.

Joan just happened that neither of us had a class until 10:00 a.m. and didn't spot any garbage trucks; however, if we did witness the arrival of a snow plow just in time for the 6:15 a.m. snow plow... Why the call at 6:15 a.m.?

With Gratitude,
WJM

Dear Editor,

With the close of the basketball season, we would at this time like to express our thanks to the people who helped make WMFE's first year of broadcasting Bryant Basketball games successful.

With their hard work and dedication, they accomplished the task of preparing a sports broadcast. Their help enabled us to make our continued to page 4, vol. 2
Call Nominations For Commencement Awards

The Commencement Awards Committee is issuing a CALL FOR NOMINATIONS for the 1977 Commencement Awards for DECEMBER and MAY GRADUATES! The committee encourages nomination in these categories to assure that those who are most worthy are selected to be honored. Nominations may come from any member of the Bryant Community. Act today! Nominations are available in the Student Senate Office, Faculty Office Suites, and the Registrar’s Office.

The Committee is composed of two students (Carol Grills and Carol Kero), two faculty members (Mrs. Patricia Dwyer and Mr. Richard Fontaine), and two administrators (Dr. Barry Fullerton and Dr. Clarissa Patterson). If you have any questions, please address them to a Committee member. Details of the awards follow:

GEORGE M. PARKS

AWARD

Bachelor’s Degree Candidate who has done the most to enhance the College’s reputation through intelligent use of recognized leadership qualities.

CHARLES CURTIS AWARD

Secretarial/Office Education Senior who has manifested correctness of character, fairness, and cooperative spirit in personal relations, and demonstrated a capacity for business leadership.

ALUMNI AWARD

Secretarial/Office Education Senior who has demonstrated greatest potential for a successful career in the business world through personality and scholastic ability.

JEREMIAH CLARK HARRIARD AWARD

Bachelor’s Degree Candidate who has shown most consistent improvement in maintaining the highest standards of a specific academic program.

SELF-RELIANCE AWARD

Bachelor’s Degree Candidate who has shown desire to fulfill career objective through work experience in the field to be pursued, extracurricular activities, and academic achievement.

Faculty Evaluation

The Student Senate committee of Faculty Liaison is now formulating Faculty Evaluations. In past years, the evaluations have not been done because the faculty has not been receptive to the idea. We, as Senators, feel that is the right time to have this information available to him/her.

Since evaluations have not been done in the past couple of years, we want to have this information available to the students. We also want to have this a bi-annual project by the Senate so that after four to six years, when a larger participation will have accurate information.

We realize that evaluations are not particularly popular among professors after one or two surveys are done, but after a series of surveys, we can have a very informative, accurate evaluation of our professors.

On March 7, Executive Council elections are being held. When you vote, please state your opinion on evaluations at the end of your ballot.

Helter Skelter

Author at Bryant

Vincent Bugliosi, Chief Prosecutor in the Charles Manson and some members of his "family" in 1969, will present "A Look Behind the Prosecution" at Bryant College on Tuesday, March 8, 1977 in the College gymnasium. Sponsored by the Bryant College Student Program Board, Bugliosi will reveal the incredible and often mysterious facts about the "family's" background, their bizarre philosophy, and the motives behind the savage mass murders. There is particular urgency in the Bugliosi presentation, since Charles Manson is eligible to apply for parole in 1978.

Vincent Bugliosi is the co-author of "Helter Skelter: The True Story of the Manson Murders." Now in private practice in Los Angeles, he is currently working to re-open the files on Robert Kennedy's judge and get new evidence which, he feels, points to Sirhan Sirhan's framew up and the existence of a "second assassin."

The program is open to the public. Tickets will be available at the door of the gymnasium. General admission is $2; Bryant College Day Students with ID, $1.

Bryant College

FRISBEE ASSOCIATION

The B.C.F.A. will hold a meeting the eighth of March, Tuesday, at 3:15 p.m. in Room 353. All interested people are welcome. TOPIC: frisbee and games/places to play etc.

Resident Assistant Applications Available for 1977-1978

Resident Assistantships are available to qualified upperclassmen interested in working with Student Affairs Office to improve student life in the College's Residence Halls.

Potential Resident Assistants must be full-time students who have previously lived in Residence Halls and who are sensitive and interested in student life.

Resident Assistants are expected to be persons who approach new situations with enthusiasm and comparative ease. They must also be willing to confront and effectively resolve individual and group problems.

General areas of responsibility for Resident Assistants are:

A. Helping to establish an educational environment within the Residence Halls.
B. Assisting and advising groups of students.
C. Acting as a referral agent.
D. Helping students to enforce the rules and regulations of the College.
E. Assisting with general administrative responsibilities.
F. Assisting in the management of the Residence Halls.

Renumbering: Room and Board, plus a free telephone.

Applications will be available Wednesday, March 2, 1977 in the Student Affairs Office. They must be completed and returned by Friday, March 11, 1977.

Each Resident Assistant applicant should also obtain three (3) Recommendation Forms. These forms should be returned by Friday, March 25, 1977.

At that time (March 11) applicants should also sign up for a group interview. Every applicant will be given an initial group interview. After the group interview, individuals will be selected to appear for a second interview.

N.B. Any student interested in applying for the Townhouse position should follow the above procedure and indicate his/her preference on the application.
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Country Comfort

Logo Contest

BRYCOL Student Services Foundation, Inc., is sponsoring a contest to design a logo (symbol or trademark containing the name of the business) for the Country Comfort. We are inviting all members of the Bryant Community to participate. The winning design will appear on all Country Comfort products, and a new sign will be painted for the building itself to assure that the winner will be awarded a $50 United States Savings Bond.

Contest Rules are listed below:

1. Contest is open to all members of the Bryant Community with the exception of BRYCOL directors, employees, and apprentices.

2. Each person may submit only one entry.

3. Entries should be submitted on a piece of 8" x 10" paper. Owners of the student to be named should have the date on which the student was born.

4. Entries become property of BRYCOL Student Services Foundation, Inc., and any property of BRYCOL Student Services Foundation, Inc., Executive Committee.

5. Entries will be judged by nomination of BRYCOL Student Services Foundation, Inc., Executive Committee.

6. The first prize will be a $50 United States Savings Bond. Please mail entries to:

BRYCOL Box 162

The deadline for the contest is Monday, March 21, and the winner will be announced in The Archway on Friday, March 25.
Will you believe me—if I tell you that Glass Recycling is REALLY bad news? As you know, last semester's attempt to revive Glass Recycling sputtered and we had major problems on our hands. We wanted to see some major break-throughs and that's what we got! If it wasn't for the efforts of the budding Ecology Action Committee, you would not have seen any Glass Recycling. Two weeks ago, this Ecology group announced that they fully intended to restart Glass Recycling after they were told how much more work it would entail. I couldn't believe it! We needed barrels too, because no one would lend them to us as they did in the past. That's why I'd like to see CLEAR again—after all, we want to see them, not with companies out of the way. We'll never see CLEAR again unless we put pressure on the tardy parties.

With two mickey-mouse companies out of the way, we are banding together. As Annette Waziri and I, we hope to haul our glass to the recycling center in Connecticut. Incidentally, the barrels to be opened and painted specially for us are right here in Smithfield, at Press & Brant. We hope to get them for free, and if not, we'll work hard to find out what the colors are.

Special thanks go to our sportscasters who are extremely proud of: Bill Tatemann, Dave Mass, Joe Welch, and George Dooley whose voices were heard by the Bryant Community last and this semester, and Rich Gentile and John Fieley who work to extend our thanks to Joe Gilhotly, Sports Information Director, Mrs. Mass, and help and guidance, Dr. Barry Fullerton, V. President for Student Affairs for his support, our Chief Engineer, Lee Goldstein for helping with the coordination of sports equipment and broadcasts, and all the Duce Jockeys at WJMF who helped make the transition of games back to the schedule run smoothly.

We hope the Bryant Community has enjoyed our break from our "all continuous music" format, enabling them to

continued from page 2, col. 1

...mean brown glass in the brown barrels and green glass in the green barrels. Whew—that's fine! CLEAR again—I guess I'll do what I mentioned color sorting last semester and I still don't see it as a problem. The only way glass is worth anything is if it's color sorted—no company is going to do it for us, like they did before. As always, the rule is not to worry about removing labels, caps, or rings, but to leave the glass UNBROKEN to allow for proper color sorting when we load onto the truck. There was never much problem with this in the past, so I see no problem in the future. We hope to do the usual laundry room location, we are hoping to place some barrels in the TOWNHOUSE Utility Room! This was never done before.

continued from page 1 column 2 deadline is Monday, and it could face a short fall of almost 200 million by the middle of the month.

In Tower City, PA, a three foot high wall of water roared through a coal mine killing one miner and trapping nine others. The owner of the mining operation is Kocher Coal Co. A spokesman for the company said that workers are digging through the debris in the tunnel but that work is slow because of the tunnel's 43 to 50 degree angle.

One of the five Croatian Nationalists accused of murder in connection with a tragic bomb blast in New York claims he enjoys Bryant Basketball games in their own rooms. We are looking forward to continuing the service of broadcasting games to the Bryant Community next season. Stay tuned!

Sincerely,
Kenneth Goralmiek
General Manager, WJMF

by Dean Lebovitz

Upcoming Campus Activities

March 4, 1977

March 1
Nantucket Sound
Student Center

4
GLC Mixer
Student Center

5
Senate Banquet
Cock 'n Kettle

7
Glass Dinner
Dining Hall

8
Vincent Buglosi Lecture/Gym

10
GLC Film Festival
Auditorium

15
Hurry Chapel Concert Gym

25, 26
Phi Ep Pledge Formal
Sib Formal

26
Waziri Waziri Mixer
Student Center

April
1
GLC Mixer
Student Center

2
Gong Show
Auditorium

15, 17
Parent's Weekend
(David Frye - Sat.)

22
GLC Mixer/Student Center

23
KT & Phil Sig Formals

25
The One Man Ect. Show/Play (in Auditorium)

Delta Omega Professional Society

The Delta Omega Professional Society dinner held on March 1 was well attended. About 140 people attended the event, which was the first for the West Coast of the United States. Pastore spoke at both the Providence Journal and the West Coast events. Now reporters will cover the dinner.

The next Delta Omega Dinner will be held on Tuesday, May 3. Speaking at this dinner will be Senator James Paterson of New Hampshire. Also speaking will be Prof. Horner, Publicity Director. Two Patriot players will also speak, and if he can find time from the draft, Chuck Fairbanks will also try to attend.

MBA Highlights

Spring Semester 1977-Progress Report

Graduate classes for the Spring Semester are now approaching the mid-semester exam time. Over 650 students were registered for the semester when it began. As the classes begin to move through the campus, at Raytheon in Portsmouth, on the Navy Base with NETIC in Newport, and at BIF in West Warwick. The Spring enrollment represented a new high in graduate enrollment. Among the trends were an increasing interest in the accounting concentration, participation by women, and the continued interest in our new Master of Public Service program.

Tentative Graduates

One indicator of the effectiveness of a graduate school is the students who complete its programs. At this point it looks like there will be over 150 MBA graduates for the May Commencement, a new high for Bryant and the Graduate School in its few short years. A Graduate School Bryant has already graduated over 300 MBA's.

1977 Summer Sessions and 1977 Fall Semester

While we are looking forward to Commencement, we are also planning for our two 1977 Summer Sessions and the 1977 Fall Semester. Tentative offerings and faculty assignments have been forwarded to the department chairmen and faculty. Late in March the preregistration announcements should be in the mail addressed to our graduate students.

Graduate School Applications

Bryant College graduates who are interested in becoming candidates for admission to graduate schools should have been sending in their applications already. For information and for teaching assistantships, etc., deadlines may have already been passed. But there may still be time for applications. But students should check with the college or university of their choice. Also, the students should have taken the GMAT or GRE exams, depending on the given school's requirement.

TE VOTE E VOTE
Saga Special
Snows Students

"It will never happen again," explains Mr. Jack Koš, Saga's Food Service Director, when asked about the disastrous Special Valentine Buffet.

Dubbed by some as the "Valentine's Day massacre," the buffet featured grilled chicken skewers, pork chow mein, and foot long hot dogs. The food was presented in two buffet lines surrounded by paper tablets. At 6:00, the only dessert was red cake; there was no ice cream or salad bar. This seemed to be a last straw for the Saga official, who said, "..the worst on the Saga cycle." Not only was it the worst, but it could hardly be a Valentine's treat because that holiday had passed three days previous to the February 17 meal.

The problem stems from a contractual requirement between Saga and the company that stipulates that a 'special dinner' be served once a month. Koš claimed in an interview that the contract does not dictate what food constitutes a special event and that "Nothing in the contract says that we have to serve (quality) over and above what we already serve." He explained that Saga set a precedent upon their arrival (last year) when they began serving items such as steaks, shrimp, and chicken breasts, as the main entrees in their "special dinner" nights.

Marketing Club News

The Bryant College Marketing Club met last Tuesday, March 1 for their weekly meeting.

Among things discussed were the dues owed by people who consider themselves members, those people please pay their dues as soon as possible! The treasury needs all the support it can get.

Also plans were put into the works for the spring vacation schedule; including a speaker after vacation, a car wash set for the beginning of April, and a Marketing Club Dinner with a speaker for after Easter. Plans were also put into the works of coming down to New York for the annual Premium Show during the first week in May. Other events were also discussed and will be revealed later when more definite plans are made.

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, March 8, in Conference Room C (old game room) at 3:15. President Greg Reynolds will be asking all members to please attend the next meeting because a new vice-president will need to be elected and new committee chairmen will be appointed.

Two important notes: all those interested in attending the Marketing Club Dinner please let Greg know by the next meeting. Also all those interested in attending the Premium Show please see Mr. Quigley as soon as possible.

Brycol To Celebrate 2nd Birthday

Brycol, Student Services Foundation, Inc. will celebrate its second birthday and grand style today, Friday, March 4. Happy Hour will start off the festivities at 3:00 p.m. with reduced prices on all drinks. Included among the door prizes are T-shirts, lighters and beer mugs, as well as tickets to the Harry Chapin concert. And, of course, there will be party hats and balloons.

The celebration will begin immediately after the Happy Hour at 6:00 p.m. The event will be held on Wednesday afternoons at the Country Comfort and join in the fun. Help celebrate Brycol's second birthday in grand style.

Country Comfort
To Expand

At a meeting of the BRYCOL Board of Directors on Thursday, March 3, one proposal was unanimously approved to renovate the Country Comfort hotel. The construction/renovation will take place during the Spring vacation so that the expanded Country Comfort will be ready by the end of March, 1977.

The plans for the renovation entail reconfiguring the parking lots by connecting it across the center of the Country Comfort to the other lots. The renovation includes providing room for extra tables, chairs, and electronic games. "The space of the Country Comfort will be approximately doubled," said President Greg Reynolds. All performances must be in good taste and must not be obscene or offensive.

First prize is a trophy and $34.47. Second prize is $15.53. Any student, faculty, or administration eligible to participate in the competition. Criteria for an act includes imagination, originality, and creativity. Of the eight to ten acts chosen to compete in the show, the three winners will be chosen. All performances must be in good taste and must not be obscene or offensive.

The second floor will have an "open atmosphere" as the ceiling will be the barn's high-pitched roof. It will be furnished with whitewashed farm tables and chairs. The cost of the project is high, it will not be financed through higher fees, but the Board of Directors has decided to pay the cost of the project in full.

It promises to be an exciting project, and in the hopes of raising more money for the business community, many of our supporters are sponsoring us in this venture.

In order to decrease the total cost of the project, many of BRYCOL's Student Directors will spend their Spring vacation helping with miscellaneous details. Hammer added, "The Board's willingness to do such a project, and then commit itself to work during a vacation period further shows its dedication to the organization and its main purpose—providing services at the lowest possible price." The miscellaneous details include painting of rails, etc., and tiling the floor.

The second floor will have an "open atmosphere" as the ceiling will be the barn's high-pitched roof. It will be furnished with whitewashed farm tables and chairs. The cost of the project is high, it will not be financed through higher fees, but the Board of Directors has decided to pay the cost of the project in full.

In the hopes of raising more money for the business community, many of our supporters are sponsoring us in this venture.

In order to decrease the total cost of the project, many of BRYCOL's Student Directors will spend their Spring vacation helping with miscellaneous details. Hammer added, "The Board's willingness to do such a project, and then commit itself to work during a vacation period further shows its dedication to the organization and its main purpose—providing services at the lowest possible price." The miscellaneous details include painting of rails, etc., and tiling the floor.

The second floor will have an "open atmosphere" as the ceiling will be the barn's high-pitched roof. It will be furnished with whitewashed farm tables and chairs. The cost of the project is high, it will not be financed through higher fees, but the Board of Directors has decided to pay the cost of the project in full.

In the hopes of raising more money for the business community, many of our supporters are sponsoring us in this venture.

In order to decrease the total cost of the project, many of BRYCOL's Student Directors will spend their Spring vacation helping with miscellaneous details. Hammer added, "The Board's willingness to do such a project, and then commit itself to work during a vacation period further shows its dedication to the organization and its main purpose—providing services at the lowest possible price." The miscellaneous details include painting of rails, etc., and tiling the floor.
Choking on Exams

Students at Bryant College are concerned about how to reduce test prices according to a recent survey conducted by William Bryan, Bryant College's Director of Counseling. One hundred students responded to a questionnaire which was distributed to all resident students during the first week of spring semester. Of the eight workshops suggested, "Choking on Exams" was the overwhelming first choice. Students listed Becoming More Assertive, Managing Tension and Stress, Improving Social Skills and Sexuality as the next most important areas. General Rap Sessions with particular topics and Career with Loneliness were lowest on the priority list.

In response to the survey, the Counseling Department is offering three workshops this semester. Currently, a Values Clarification workshop is in progress. This will be followed by a workshop to assist in reducing test anxiety beginning February 21. After the Spring vacation, Mr. Bryan will present a workshop in Managing Tension (relaxation workshop).

A Diet, Exercise program for Women is also scheduled to begin soon. Sponsored by "Open End," the College's student peer counseling program, the workshop will be for women interested in losing weight. The Anglican Church and Congregational Church are sponsors. Mr. Bryan, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, will be the speaker and will be assisted by a nurse. The program is open to men as well.

Student Senate
February 16 Meeting

The meeting of February 16, 1977 was called to order by Pete Kistenmacher at 3:25 in Room 324. The two proposals on the agenda were the possible acceptance of new Constitution and the proposal that the Student Government be split into two groups. A motion was made to accept the proposal that the Student Government be split into two groups. The motion was seconded and passed by the Student Senate. The speaker and the rest of the Senate adjourned.

The next meeting of the Student Senate will be on Monday, March 1, 1977 at 2:00. It will be followed by a workshop in Managing Tension (relaxation workshop).

Economic Corner

by Richard N. Spivack

As spring-like weather becomes more the norm than the exception, I suppose that it is time to pause and reflect upon one of our recent winter worries—the natural gas shortage. As congressional sub-committees are seeking to prove or disprove the shortage created by the producers, I believe that a single economic explanation of this shortage can be found.

To begin our analysis we should familiarize ourselves with Federal controls of the price of natural gas and oil. For natural gas, price controls date back to 1938 when the Federal government in the name of protecting the consumer from the greed of the producer. A quick glance at the existing price control scheme reveals some natural gas (from so-called fixed costs) and Qd the demand for natural gas. This is known as a condition of excess supply. This excess is now available to be distributed to the nearest United States city without the comforts of natural gas. The Federal government believes that the free market price were allowed to rule in this area, many people would be priced out of the market and forced to exist without the comforts of natural living. The result of this theory can be explained by the use of the diagram below.

In the diagram above the free market price is set at Qd with the resulting supply of wheat at Qd. A subsidy, the difference between Qd and Qs, causes the supply of wheat to increase to Qd and the demand for wheat to fall to Qd. This is known as a condition of excess supply. This excess is now available to be distributed to the nearest United States city.

To ask if the natural gas shortage was contrived or was it due to the apparently of the effects of "ceilings prices" having upon the incentives of businesspeople to seek new sources of income, Qd controlled good. Therefore, was the shortage contrived or was it mandated by Congress as a temporary measure of the American people?

To end on this note might lead many to wonder in an apparent conclusion concerning who might be the heavy in this question of shortage. The conclusion is that the Federal government is solely responsible due to their intervention in the free market and that this should be eliminated would cause us to reflect upon the wheat situation mentioned above and the possibility of presuming that government intervention in this case was also wrong.
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Delta Sigma Phi
Phi Epsilon Pi
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Phi Sigma Nu
The Brothers of Phi Sig would like to offer their sincerest congratulations to the "Nine Who Dared" and welcome them as Brothers of the fraternity. Our new Brothers are:

Andy McLeish
Ken Claffin
Tom Nelson
Brian Pelas
Dave Ellison
Paul Atwood
Brian Donahue
Tom Cummings
Stew Gerhardt

Go...Go...

Congratulations to the Nine Who Dared for their time and effort in the pledging program.

Phi Sig's basketball team is 2-0. The team is displaying better ball control and teamwork thanks to its new coach, Mike Travassos. The frustrated jocks on our B and C teams each sport 0-2 records. Instead of looking forward to the playoffs like last year, the teams are looking forward to a victory or two.

Kappa Tau
The Brothers of Kappa Tau would like to congratulate our new Brothers. He was the only one that could pass the tough physical and mental test. We are proud of him.

Our basketball team after a slow start bounced back to a 1 and 1 record. With some determination and hard work we are looking forward to a very successful season.

We would also like to congratulate all our new Sisters along with all the other new Greeks on campus.

Tau Epsilon
The brothers of Tau Epsilon are very proud and would like to congratulate our sixteen new brothers. They are: Jeff Hutchinson, Wayne Zavozy, Don Harris, Drew Jacaruso, Steve Bator, Dan Denely, Al Greene, Bob Powell, Warren Alper, True Brown, Rich Shea, Dick Terrill, Bud Primomo, Jeff Savastano, Wayne Brown and Kevin Stowell. We hope that in the coming years, the feeling of brotherhood will grow stronger and stronger for them.

Our basketball team is still going strong with a record of 3-0. We're looking forward to the oncoming intramural sports, indoor soccer and softball.

Sisters are sisters are sisters are sisters are sisters are sisters are sisters are sisters! Last, but by no means least, SIG's XI ran away with a fantastic win over SIG-B. Congratulations, guys, you did great!

The old sisters of SIG's XI would like to congratulate all our new sisters into the sorority. It's great to be all together again!

With the fun we have had already, it's as if something has been taken from the rest of the semester is going to be great!

The old sisters of SIG's XI would like to congratulate all our new sisters into the sorority. It's great to be all together again!

With the fun we have had already, it's as if something has been taken from the rest of the semester is going to be great!

Sunday afternoon SIG'S XI ran for a well-deserved victory over APH with a score of 18-4. It was her usual superstar self with the swishing net six times. Great SHOT! SIG'S XI bowed to the Invalids, but they are still strong for a win - next game.

Kappa Phi
Kappa welcome them into our Hands of Friendship and wish for them a lifetime of happiness in the sorority.

Our basketball season has commenced and our record now stands at 1-1. We are looking forward to a winning season for APK.

Lastly, the Sisters of Kappa Phi would like to congratulate the newly initiated Brothers and Sisters of the other Greek organizations and welcome them into our numbers.

Beta Sigma Omicron
We are very proud of him.

The sisters would like to congratulate our new Sisters. They are:

Joanne Bacon
Nancy Cahill
Jean Callegari
Jaci Conrad
Michelle Martin
Liz Rocha
Mary Suffoletta
Rosy Surmeian

All of us hope you find BSO full of rewards and love. We would also like to congratulate all other new Greeks.

Our formal will be held on April 16 at the Hearthstone in Seekonk. We are all looking forward to a great and memorable time.

Sigma Iota Xi
The Sisters of Alpha Phi Kappa welcome them into our Hands of Friendship and wish for them a lifetime of happiness in the sorority.

Our basketball season has commenced and our record now stands at 1-1. We are looking forward to a winning season for APK.

Lastly, the Sisters of Alpha Phi Kappa would like to congratulate the newly initiated Brothers and Sisters of the other Greek organizations and welcome them into our numbers.

Phi Epsilon Pi
After another year of pledging, Phi Epsilon Pi has added fourteen new brothers, making us 40 strong. We would like to congratulate:

Mark Colozzi
Bob Redder
Doug Coff
Frank Bokoff
Tim Cote
Eric Briugli
Rick Climas
Mike Doherty
Sonny Novak
Rich Daily
Paul Blackman
Skip Warner
Tim Vanderbeek
Tom Hill

Good luck, we know you will uphold the great tradition of Phi Epsilon Pi.

Congratulations are also in order for Dave "EMO" Honour and Tony Markey for a great three weeks as Pledgemaster and Assistant Pledgemaster.

Last weekend Phi Epsilon Pi held its Alumni Banquet at the Admiral Inn in Cumberland. Fifteen alumni were present. Thanks to Mike Andrews and his committee. The banquet was a huge success.

In sports our basketball "A" team is 2-0, the "B" is 0-2, and the illustrious "C" is 0-2. Keep it up "A" team and pick up "B" and "C".

In bowling our team is holding onto third place, winning very few but having a good time. Phi Epsilon Pi would like to congratulate all the other fraternities and sororities on a very productive year.

Delta Sigma Phi
To the Greatest Brothers of Delta Sigma Phi:

With great appreciation and respect we thank you all for the knowledge you have given us. We all know that Delta Sigma Phi is Number 1 and we will make sure it stays that way thru our pride and dedication to the fraternity.

We're Number 1

Pledge class of 1977:

Ed Berrimen
Chris Bielowski
Bill Bortwick
Pete Bramberger
Rich Fennell
Jim Gerhardt
Pat Gauthier
Dave Hall
John Lutz
Jim Martini
Jon Neagle
Brian Petroni
Paul Sikorski
Doug Smith
Jeff Taylor
Steve Tersch
Meet The Candidates

Deanna Grader Presidential Candidate

The Student Senate is an organization designed to represent students. The office of President is one that oversees student activities. The Senate, in other words, should be a student-oriented body. My name is Deanna Grader and I am running for the office of President of the Student Senate, but most importantly, I am running to facilitate and incorporate student ideas - your ideas, not the ideas of a minority.

I really wish I could express in this article exactly how much I want to become the President or how earnestly I wish I could bring about changes in our school. It helps to write letters and put up signs but if there isn't an interest by you, the students, all this campaigning isn't worth anything. I am not only running for this position for my own satisfaction. I am running because I have an interest in you and what you want.

One of the main jobs of the President of the Senate is to represent the students and their ideas to the faculty, administration, and the public. This I want to spend much of my time doing. I want to know how you feel on issues, what you would like changed, and where you would like to go in the future.

In the past year the Senate was not as effective as it might have been, however now we are looking towards a new year and with the right leadership there is no end to the things we can accomplish.

The most important thing is that Monday, March 7 is when you are to vote - please make the initiative to get out and vote. The only way this can be a really effective election is if we get a true representation of the student body. That means you - whether you are a dorm student, independent or Greek.

Thank you for your interest.

Deanna Grader

Timothy Tracy Treasurer

There are various tasks involved with being the treasurer of the Student Senate. The ability to work efficiently with the people on the Senate, as well as the administrations is certainly an essential factor for any Executive Council position. The treasurer assumes a fiduciary responsibility to the student body and must commit himself to a full understanding of all major functions on campus. He must be willing to accept the challenges that come along with rapid growth that the Senate is experiencing.

Satisfied with the growth of the Senate, I am running for the position of Treasurer to ensure the proper management of the funds and the dollars that will pay for our activities.

Respectfully submitted,

Timothy J. Tracy

Chris VanLuling - Vice Presidential Candidate

The responsibilities of the Vice-President have recently been established by the Legislative Council in an attempt to reduce the workload for the Vice-President. More specifically, the position of Junca representative has been added. It is the Junca representative who will begin working on a new program which is concerned with the Junca groups and Junca activities.

In this position, the Junca representative will be assigned the task of helping with the Junca groups and Junca activities. This position will allow the Vice-President to begin working on a new program which is concerned with the Junca groups and Junca activities.

The Junca groups and Junca activities are to be recommended in the coming year. Proposals concerning the establishment of Junca groups and Junca activities are to be recommended in the coming year.

Bill Correia Secretary

My name is Bill Correia, and I am running for the office of Secretary of the Student Senate.

As a student at Bryant, I have been involved in numerous positions involving the student body. In my past, I have been involved in numerous positions involving the student body. In my past, I have been involved in numerous positions involving the student body. I feel that I have the knowledge and experience to help the Student Senate in its leadership aspects.

I have held positions as a member of the Student Senate, and I am currently running for the position of Secretary of the Student Senate. My main reason for my running is because I have the knowledge and experience to help the Student Senate in its leadership aspects.

With this in mind, I ask for your support during the elections on Monday, March 7.
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members of the Student Body have expressed an interest in working toward the goal of correcting the problems of Bryant. If given the opportunity to assume office, those interests as well as those of other concerned students will finally need be adhered to.

A last and underlying goal of mine is to provide much greater publicity concerning the activities of the governing councils. Bryant's students have not received a balanced account of the activities of its various elected officials, and it is because of this I believe that the current high level of apathy among the students exists. We the students have not felt confident in the degree of leadership being exerted by our elected officials, and the response of the Administration and Faculty to various student concerns of the past year perhaps reflects their confidence as well. Should I be elected, I would give the opportunity to serve the students of Bryant College, I can assure you of an active term in office, with success and accomplishable and respectable recommendations. Myself, along with other concerned elected students, can improve Bryant if we are willing to try, and I am more willing to try. But I need your vote first, and, therefore, I am writing you this note on Monday, March 7 so that I can begin to work to improve Bryant.

To fill this space.

One little note,

Get off your tail,

Get off and vote!!

Sincerely,
Cathy Barry

The melting snow in some areas of the country is already causing some flooding. Last weekend, 200 residents in a small Pennsylvania town were forced to evacuate their homes when the Susquehanna Creek overflowed its banks. Mini icebergs are also causing trouble in the Keystone State. One 15-foot wall of ice knocked down a bridge in Simmsburg, the downtown section of Lod, NJ, was under five feet of water as a result of the flooding Saddle River. On the brighter side, the western states are finally getting some much needed rain, and snow, New England has been the place for skiing this season because there hasn't been much snow in the Rockies. The lack of snow is related to the droughts presently being felt. More than a foot of snow fell on Cascade Mountain in Washington, while lesser but still significant amounts fell in Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Kansas and Minnesota.

Extended forecast for the week of March 4-10

The old adage, "March comes in like a lion, goes out like a lamb" will be felt throughout the week. The winds should gust up to 35 knots at times which are great if you want to hang-gliding or kite flying. Friday: Rain with highs in the mid 40's, Saturday: Scattered showers in the morning with clearing in the afternoon, 42, Sunday and Monday: Sunny, warm 50 degrees; Tuesday: Partly cloudy with a chance of showers late in the day; Wednesday: Clearing, 40; Thursday: Sunny, 45-50.

Temperature Data for Past Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 a.m.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 p.m.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average length of days for the week: 11 hours, 34 minutes

Next week: Regional predictions for the March vacation.

SUMMER PRE-ENROLLMENT-1977

March 7 and March 8

All Seniors (SCN 7, 7B, 7L, 7T and 3A), First come, first serve.

March 9 to March 14

All other Day Students.

No Further Registration Will Be Held Until April 18, 1977. Starting April 18, all registrations must be accompanied by full payment. Students who preregister during the period February 28 through March 11 must make their payments no later than May 4, if they wish to keep their names on the class lists.

Registration will take place at the Registrar's Office.

Summer Intersession May 31 - June 17

Summer Session June 20 - July 22

First Period: 8:30 a.m. through 10:45 a.m.
Second Period: 10:25 a.m. through 12 noon

Summer Session - 1st Period

Summer Session - 2nd Period

For further information contact:
Maribeth Benedetto
Student Senate Office

* SCHEDULED AIRLINES
** SCHEDULED TRANSPORTATION
*** ACCOMMODATIONS

AND SAVE!
Unimpeded by the Unemployed Workers of America, and undeterred by gloomy February skies, Ralph Nader spoke to an enthusiastic audience at Brown University February 11, 1977. Nader's speech, part of a weekend program on U.S. Energy Futures, New Directions in Technology and Lifestyles, addressed several issues, including privatization and nuclear proliferation, and international oil investment, energy conservation, risks of nuclear proliferation and energy alternatives.

In detailing the entire fuel cycle associated with the generation of electricity from a nuclear reactor, Nader emphasized the lag between nuclear proliferation and ships associated with it. He spoke of a specific site distant from general members of the population centers reflects the attitude, "If something happens, we don't want too many people to go..." Nader went on to assess the "economic vulnerability" of nuclear power, as well as its high price tag, and quipped, "The only corporations don't go bankrupt anymore; they just go to Washington."

When he thought utility companies didn't pursue research on wind or solar power, Nader commented, "Westinghouse doesn't own the wind." He referred to nuclear reactor as "world's account book," and discussed his own personal fears about nuclear proliferation.

Nader posed the question of what to do about energy development, and the enjoined listeners to do the following: (1) Consider all energy options; (2) evaluate the risks of nuclear weapon proliferation; (3) consider the loss of personal freedom and the necessity of tight security measures implicit in a nuclear economy; and finally, (4) question the need for additional power generation.

Nader repeatedly stressed the need for and the importance of large scale energy conservation. With his usual aplomb Nader advocated consumer protection against the "tyranny of industry," and described corporate abuses as "crime in the suite."

The presentation of Nader's remarks was postponed for almost an hour while police assessed the impact of a picketing group calling themselves the Unemployed Workers of America, who were standing outside the building. When Nader began speaking, several members of the audience interrupted with requests by calling out loudly, but were eventually quieted after his pleas for their use of free speech.

During the question-answer period, Andrew Kadak, a representative from New England Power, referred to a recent book about Ralph Nader, in which the author describes himself totally dependent on the scrutiny of one's supporters and on making sensible and rational decisions. He suggested that advocates are not required to assume responsibility for their actions. In response, Nader first disclaimed that advocacy is, for him, mutual...exclusive, and secondly noted that the effectiveness of advocacy totally depends on the scrutiny of one's supporters and on making sensible and rational decisions.

In summary, Mr. Nader encouraged his listeners to coordinate their value systems and skills, to commit themselves worthwhile causes, and to be unfraid to speak up on important issues. He further advised that we can and must attempt to solve the complex problems confronting America.

George Lakey to Address the Topic of Human Liberation

George Lakey, noted author and now professor at the University of Pennsylvania, will speak on the theme "Human Liberation and the Mystique of Violence" on Monday, March 7. The presentation will begin in Room 386 and is open to all members of the Bryant Community.

George Lakey comes to his topic from several years of research-experience. One of his key lecture themes has been on the subject of intentional communities and how they work together so that individuals can be "advocates" rather than a "decision-maker," and that suggests that advocates are not required to assume responsibility for their actions.

In response, Nader first disclaimed that advocacy is, for him, mutual...exclusive, and secondly noted that the effectiveness of advocacy totally depends on the scrutiny of one's supporters and on making sensible and rational decisions.

In summary, Mr. Nader encouraged his listeners to coordinate their value systems and skills, to commit themselves worthwhile causes, and to be unfraid to speak up on important issues. He further advised that we can and must attempt to solve the complex problems confronting America.

How Many Calories Do I Need?

Now that you have gotten a little glimpse of some of the calorie levels on some of the foods you eat, let us see how many calories you need to maintain your present body weight. If you are female, take your present body weight and multiply it by 1.6, that is the amount of calories you need to maintain your present weight per day. If you are male, multiply your present body weight by 1.8 and that is how many calories you need to maintain your present body weight.

This amount is not totally precise because it does not take into account how active or inactive you are, but it will be close enough.

The second question we must ask ourselves is what weight is ideal for us. Set a reasonable goal for yourself. Take that desired weight and multiply it by 16 or 18 (female, male) to get your desired calorie intake per day. To reach that desired weight is another story. The ideal amount of weight to lose is 1 pound a week. You should always lose weight gradually and slowly because then it is more apt to stay off for good. To lose 1 pound a week, take your desired weight calories and subtract 500 calories and that is the amount of weight that you need to reach your desired weight (Do not go below 1000 calories per day without a doctor's approval)

That is one way of getting to it. Watch what you eat, eat smaller portions, and eat slowly, relax while you're eating, and enjoy yourself. If you splurge one night, just grit your teeth, tell yourself you were a bad little girl or boy (you're only hurting yourself) and get back to your diet the next day. This is a service of Open End.

Student-to-Student Counseling

OPEN END

Provides information, counseling, and referral services concerning such issues as:

- Alcohol
- Legal Assistance
- Abortion
- Birth Control
- Stress
- Anxiety
- Depression
- Loneliness

-Tutorial Program
- Academic Information Tape Program

OPEN END HOURS

Monday: 11-1; 6:30-8:30
Tuesday: 11-12; 3-5
Wednesday: 9-12; 2-3; 6:30-8:30
Thursday: 11-1; 6:30-8:30
Friday: 11-1

FREE HIV TESTING

Monday: 11-1; 6:30-8:30
Tuesday: 11-12; 3-5
Wednesday: 9-12; 2-3; 6:30-8:30
Thursday: 11-1; 6:30-8:30
Friday: 11-1
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**personal**

Hey Bill—Did you close up the Pub again last night?

Not again...How about staying here one weekend?

If Bryant would rather run a dog pound than enforce the nodogs allowed rule, then how about shoeving the dog crap from our steps?

The Phantom Dog Snatcher

Francine:

Last weekend was great. It made new feelings grow stronger.

Love,

Francis

Congratulations Sigma Iota Pledges, you were the greatest!!!

Love always, Boom.

P.R.,

I remember this place. Got yr I.D.? Take this plug out of my hamburg before I get stabbed, will ya.

Happy Birthday

L.R.

STILL II

...You owe me a lunch date.

Sounds too easy, huh?

Love, STILL

Thank you Rick Daseido!

From the Sisters of Alpha Phi Kappa.

J.K.H.

I'm really happy that you picked the square. It made me feel GOOD inside. Have a nice day! Pleasant Dreams! See you Saturday. Don't forget your vitamins in the morning!

Love ya,

R.N.B.

---

**BCCA Dinner**

The Bryant College Accounting Association Dinner that was scheduled for Tuesday, March 8 has been postponed due to a conflict of events on Campus. The dinner will be held instead on March 28 or 29, at the Coke in Ketle. Tickets will be available now until the dinner.

Anyone wishing to attend can make money and choose of dinner in mailbox 1414 or 1965 anytime. The choices are as follows:

- Chicken: $5.25
- Stuffed Shrimp: $5.95
- Sushi Steaks: $8.25

**Announced**

The faculty Rank and Appointment Committee has announced the appointment of five faculty members. One of the five appointees did not receive approval from the college. The affected faculty member, Dr. Elizabeth Palmer did not receive tenure. At present she is appealing her case to the college.

The four professors who did receive promotions are Mr. Kelly Campbell to Full Professor, Dr. Mahan, Mr. Pischak and Mr. Perlow received Associate Professors.

---

**for sale**


Contact Lens Wears. Save on your supplies. Send 13e stamp for price list. Contact Lens Supply Center, 341 E. Camelback, Phoenix, Arizona 85012


1 pair of 60 series deep dish mags. @50 each. new tires mounted.

1 pair of 78 series mags. @30. each. new tires mounted.

For more info. call 232-0230 after 3 p.m.

Michelin XAS tires with tubes

165 HR 13. $60 for both. Call 568-3842 Not a toll call from school.

---

**lost and found**

Found - Mailbox key in dryer of Townhouse Ugly Room on Feb. 18. Contact Mike 767-7066.

Found - Sterling silver chain bracelet, San Diego room. Stop at the ARCHWAY and ask for Bob.

---

**MUG CLUB SPECIALS**

Every Monday
And Tuesday
For the Rest
Of the Semester
20c Drafts

another service of BRYCOL
The Inquiring Photographer

This week's Inquiring Photographer was asking students, "Next to _____ I like ______ the best!"

"Next to sex, I like drugs the best!"
Howie Siegal

"Next to sex, I don't like anything best!"
Glenn Jette

"Next to Diane, I like a cold shower the best!"
Tom Kononchick

"Next to sex, I like sleep the best!"
Mike McMahon

"Next to Brad, I like chocolate ice cream the best!"
Kathy Lopes

New at the Country Comfort
CLUB GRINDER

For 50¢ more you get tomatoes, cheese, bacon and lettuce

Turkey grinders have also been added to our list

another service of BRYCOL

WJMF BRYANT RADIO

"Specials of the Week"
Sunday, Mar. 6, 7 p.m.
Student Senate
Executive Council
Speeches
Wednesday, Mar. 9, 6 p.m.
Oldies Show
91.5 FM

WJMF - The "Voice" of Bryant College
Salutations readers. How has your life been this week? I have a little story told by my typewriter that I thought I would share with you all and all of you. It is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, but if you are clever, signifying something! Here is the story:

Once upon a time, there was a small thing called Happy Hill. This was a little town where everybody just lived and travelled in the summer or else did nothing but watch television in the evening. Even the groundskeepers were allowed to relax with relative comfort during this time. However, Jo Ly, one of the co-captains, was looking forward to a new season.

Jo Ly's uniform had been graduated in May. Jo Ly always looked forward to the year's schedule being completed. The Indians were only losing two games to lead the team over in the Division Two competition. Jo Ly was a darling little thing who loved to sing and dance and occasionally visit guys' dorms on the weekends. Her life was one of frolicking around, having a good time with her friends. Jo Ly would never know who the weather was. Agatha loved him dearly and thought the world of him. But he looked down on her (even though she was taller) because she didn't have a jacket with funny letters on it.

"How can I get to him?" she would ask her closet door. But the door would never answer, because the door was ajar. So she decided maybe the only way was to join one of those groups that had funny little letters on their jackets.

She stood in the first hour and her new friends often helped her do new and interesting things that had been previously unheard of. For one, now Agatha would have to actually eat the food in the dining hall. That was the hardest part of all.

The weeks slowly passed and finally Agatha was not only given her jacket, but also a sweatshirt too. How sweet it was to see Agatha wearing a happy sweatshirt with a skirt.

"Now maybe Fester will love me," she said of her brothers. But it was too late. Fester would not even look at her. Neither would his seeing eye dog.

Poor Agatha was heartbroken for an hour or so, then decided to fall in love with someone else. "Maybe I'll fall in love with a Studen, Senor," she remarked to her dishwasher. "They seem to have more style in the summer." So once again, Agatha went out in the Rotunda, where the wind whistles and tried to find her true love. She started to talk to many, but most were too busy planning for some dinner or something. Some of the others were occupied painting posters or fooling around. They were too busy, I'm sure.

"Oh, dear, what am I do?" moaned Agatha as she tightly gripped into her light nightgown clinging to her lithe body in the moonlight. Gasping, she leaned over and put up her drover dresser. "No, no, please," she begged, her body trembling. "Please let my eyes be in this drawer. I could never go through picking again." And then, there it was, under the piles of gym socks and the autographed copy of Dr. Horace Snerchenshee's book, "The Saga of the Last Indian Player," and exhausted, Agatha quietly slumbered over in the seat of her chair. (She didn't have a garage.)

(Note: The preceding paragraph has nothi to do with the story. It was just added to see if anyone was reading.)

Meanwhile, back on Happy Hill, Agatha falls in love with an administrator, but can never find her. Her list continuously grows amidst the hundreds of others. She tried working on a way to prevent such disasters from happening again. (Amidst the hundreds of others.)

The Moral:

Every year thousands of these girls suffer the same plight as Agatha. Her story is tragic and stomach retching, but this doesn't have to be the case. If you are a female (any height, hair color, good looks, etc.) and you have a problem that you might be experiencing, call "Agatha Syndrome," merely send your request, and they will provide you with valuable information to Dr. Pierre, care of the ARCHWAY, Box 37, and cure will be on the way. Dr. Pierre, a close friend of mine, has been working with a team to prevent suchadies as Agatha came. Remember, only you can help you.

That was something else, huh? Imagine all those poor helpless girls just pining away. For shame, YO! MOVING along now, it's time we go to the magic mailbox and see what great things we have in store. Here's one from a nature lover who hates the outdoors:

Dear Lucky,

Last weekend I was wandering around campus and came across all this weird garbage. There were boxes of empty molasses jars and chicken feathers all over the general area. In another spot near the tennis courts, there were all sorts of spacy foodstuffs (onions, peppers, tentaculous, sauces, etc.). Could you fill me in on what all this junk might be?

Signed,
Sara Meaney

---

Lucky

I've decided to lay off the rest of the letters for this week and bring you a special memo on memoirs. YO! HO! It seems that memoirs play an important role in college functions. Memos, memos, memes. What can they be? So for this week, love from the pages of the ARCHWAY, I am proud to present:

Great Moments in Memos

"Good evening and welcome to Great Moments in Memos, brought to you by the Bryant College Post Office, where a letter might not only be mailed today but a letter today is heard of never again. This week's guest is Mr. Droid, author of the book "Famous Memos by Cat Breeders." Mr. Droid, I understand you brought some examples with you."

"Quite right, Ian. The first one I'd like to show you is called a chain memo. One person will send a memo out and everyone else must follow suit to protect themselves. Watch the screen as the first one is sent."

Dear: Cat Breeders of Upper Smithfield

To: ARCHWAY Editor

From: Bryant KGB

In the past few weeks, it has come to our attention that many members of the staff have been spending excessive amounts of time dwindling around the water cooler. Perhaps if the water cooler was moved from the gym, this problem wouldn't exist. I await your reply.

"Alright, Ian, we saw the first memo, now watch the ball start rolling."

To: The Leader

From: Sneezy

It wasn't me!

To: The Leader

From: Grumpy

Not me!

To: The Leader

From: Sleepy

Not me either!

"Notice how the trend develops. Everyone following to protect themselves. Now let's look, if we may, at what we call a classical memo."

To: ARCHWAY Editor

From: Bryant KGB

In the past few weeks, it has come to our attention that your paper has contained some subversive material which is very unpopular with some members of the state. While not being specific, that Pierre column should be edited a little more closely if you ever want to see your mother again. You saw what we did to your meals. Let that be a warning."

"Wow! That baby sounds pretty harsh. What was his reply?"

"Well, Ian, the memo never reached the office. It was intercepted by the Post Office and thrown into the junk mail pile because it was nailed exactly in the middle."

"That Post Office will do it every time. Do you have any other letters we have to go?"

"I do have one more that is a favorite of mine. It's from my book and is cute in a bombly sort of way. Let's take a look at it."

To: Cat Breeders of Upper Smithfield

From: P. Us

It appears that there will be a shortage of cat food in the next few months. This could be a problem especially since our cats will..."
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probably want to eat more than once or twice in the next few weeks. To help fellow cat ranchers avoid that nightly scratching at their door, I have a plan. I call this: Stop Any Growling Animals, or S.A.G.A. for short. What this strategy involves is the taking of table scraps and leftovers from nearby schools and feeding them to all our furry feline friends. By doing this, hopefully we can prevent the starvation of one of nature’s most precious commodities - cats.

It lay there, Ann, that was rather quaint. Ahh... How did it work out using the scraps for food?

"It appears the breeders were able to get most of the food from this one nearby college. It was given to the kittens and on the first night, roughly half of them died. Thinking that perhaps there had been something bad in the Tuna Melt, the breeders presented the kittens with Egg and Mushroom Casserole the following night. Instantaneously, revolt broke out with thousands of cats overturning tables and throwing chairs. Security was called and before the yowling quieted, many from both sides would lie wounded or dead amidst the 55-gallon drums of Egg and Mushroom Casserole. Never before in cat breeder’s history had their been such a holocaust. But we must remember, cats have feelings, too."

"Yes, just like nerves. I guess that about wraps up this week’s Great Moments in Memos. I’d like to thank Ms. Ann Droid for being with us and until next week, keep cool."

YO HO! And away we go! That’s about all for me this week also, but I’ll be back with some more great stuff whenever the issue comes out again. Until that time, just remember this, “Get your first serving large, because that second’s line can be murdered.”

**Indians Kill**

The Bryant Indians defeated Babson 97-68 Monday night as the Indians closed out their 1976-1977 basketball season.

Babson took an 8-2 lead in the early going, only to lose it a minute and a half later. Bryant tied it up and then grabbed the lead with 13:10 remaining in the half. The Indians increased their lead to 35-28 at halftime with a running offense and good rebounding. Tommy Box sparked the attack with 8 points in the half. In the second half, the Indians pulled away from the Beavers and ran up their lead to 29 points with 3:04 remaining in the game. Coach Tom Pollard began taking out his starters and allowing playing time for the whole team. Tom Rust scored 9 points in the remaining time to give Bryant the 97-68 win. The victory upset the Indians final record to an even 1313 record.

The final stats of the game showed Tommy Box leading the way with 16 points followed by Mike Travassos with 12. Mike’s points, incidentally, all came in the second half of action. Tommy Box also had an excellent night blocking shots as he drove the ball back in the Babson shooters face six times during the course of the game. Bryant’s fastrunning offense gave rise to the final victory. The Babson game also marked the end of George Crane’s Collegiate Basketball career. We would like to wish him good luck in his future endeavors.

**Praziale Injured**

The Framingham Rams closed the gap in the second period with three goals, the first one coming with only 23 seconds gone in the period. Mike Fiorini scored his second goal of the night, however, with assists from Walenty and McCabe to end the second period with Bryant on top, 5-4.

Dana Bengston scored in the third period to give him a hat trick for the evening, widening the Indian lead to 7-4. Walenty had scored earlier in the period for the Indians to up the Indian lead to 6-4. With goaltender Tony Praziale out, however, Framingham cut the Indian lead to 7-6. Dana Bengston came to the Indians rescue for the fourth time, however, putting the Indians in front, 8-6. Steve Junier scored only 14 seconds later for the Framingham Rams, making the score 8-7 and putting the game in jeopardy. Two goals by Matt Dwyer and one by Mark Inman, however, iced the victory for the red hot Indians, who have won now eight out of eleven games.

Tony Praziale, goalie for the Indians, was injured in a collision in front of his own net and had to be taken to Woonsocket Hospital for treatment of head injuries.

The Indians next home game is Wednesday night, Feb. 23 against the University of Connecticut. The Indians close out their season Saturday, Feb. 26 against Bridgewater State College at Mt. St. Charles Arena.

---

**EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMIC COURSE**

**Course Starts:**

**Monday, March 21 at 7:00 - 9:30 In Room 352**

**The Price is $130**

(Money must be paid that night.
No excuses will be accepted.)

For More Information Contact Carolyn Davis at the Senate Office
Bill McKee Stars for Bowling Team

The Bryant College Bowling Team stormed to a fine second place finish in the ACU Regionals in New Haven last week. Bryant placed behind the Univ. of Mass. in the tournament which qualified them for the Sectional on April 2 in Troy, N.Y. The brightest spot of the tournament had to come from Senor Co-Captain Bill McKee who averaged 200 for the entire tournament, 14 pins higher than his closest competitor.

Performances by the Bryant Bowlers were fairly even last week as four of the five bowlers reached the 200 mark. Ed Zemhe, Steve Miles, Ed Kozin and Bill McKee all reached the 200 plateau, with McKee reaching the mark 4 times during the tournament. McKee, incidentally, bowled the high game of the tournament as he tallied a 246 game in his first match. McKee has qualified for the Men's ACU Finals in Reno, Nevada, April 5-7, due to his fine performance in New Haven last week. This will mark the first time any Bryant Bowler has earned such a coveted position.

In the tournament, McKee bowled an 1807 series, high for Bryant. That included games of 246, 212, 203, and 212. Steve Miles had scored high series, bowling a 1676 series. That total included a 201 high game and a 186 ave. for the nine games. Easy Ed Kozin followed Miles for high series as Eddy ran up a 1582 total and a 211 high game. Eddy averaged 176 for the afternoon.

THE ARCHWAY

Ping Pong Team Paddles to Success

By Harry Cohen

Southern Connecticut State College in New Haven was the host of the Association of College Unions New England Table Tennis Championships, held on February 25 and 26. Friday night was when the double competition took place and Saturday was the singles competition. The Bryant team of Harry Cohen and Joe Sparveri placed fifth in the doubles competition. As the tournament was double elimination, you are allowed two losses. The Bryant team had double elimination, allowing you to have two losses. The Bryant team's next victim, along with Holyoke Community College.

One of the most exciting matches of the evening was the Bryant duo against the team from the University of Rhode Island. Bryant came out the victors as they won by two points in the third and final game. After playing three tough matches with two minutes rest, however, the doubles team from Bryant lost a heartbreaker to Southern Conn. State College. After tabulating the final results, Harry Cohen and Joe Sparveri placed fifth in New England which was a fine effort by the Bryant duo.

In the singles competition, Harry Cohen defeated Trace from Holyoke Community College and then lost to Kroli in the third game. Droll, the champion from Brandeis University, placed fifth in the singles competition. Cohen then went on to defeat Finner from Southern and LaBelle from the University of Maine. Sporrer, the champion from University of New Hampshire who placed fourth, defeated the Bryant champion 21-17, 21-14, in two straight sets. The other representative from Bryant, Joe Sparveri, lost to Harry Morris, a top rated player from Boston State College. However, Sparveri defeated Devico, from the University of Mass. But them, Bueched, from Northeastern University, defeated Sparveri in a very close match. Luis Lam from Boston University defeated Claude Peltz in the men's finals. Denise Deboth, Cohen, from Central Conn. State College, won the women's singles in a round robin tournament.

Athletic Shorts

Celtic's guard Charlie Scott will return to action much sooner than expected. Scott suffered a broken arm on Jan. 12 and was expected to return only by playoff time. Scott started practicing with the team earlier this week.

It was announced this week that the New England Patriots will tear out their old Poly-Turf surface and replace it, most likely with natural grass.

Boston has been selected as the site of the 1980 NBA All-Star game.

Reggie Jackson has been assigned No. 20 for the upcoming Baseball Season with the New York Yankees. Jackson was unable to get his usual 49 since that number presently belongs to 3rd baseman Graig Nettles.

Scott Walters and Len Smith teamed last week to win the $40,000 Unicorn National Dar Championship.

The Cincinnati Bengals traded wide receiver Chip Meyers to the San Diego Chargers for a future draft choice.

Joe Senser, a West Chester State sophomore became the nation's all time top shooter from the floor as he ended out his season with a 69.9 percent average. The prior record of 66.7% was jointly held by Kareem Jabbar, Kent Martin and Al Fleming with a 65.7 average.

Lee Trevino Billy Casper, Lawson Little, Bobby Locke, Louise Suggs, and Peter Thomson have all been nominated to the World Golf Hall of Fame. The Golf Writers Assn. of America will vote on the candidates.

Sy Berger, executive vicepresident in charge of sports for the chewing gum company that prints the nation's bubble gum cards, was locked out of the New York Mets training camp earlier this week. It is rumored that the Mets will be cheating the Ex-Lax this year instead of gum to increase their run production.

Suffolk Downs was closed all this week due to thawing conditions which turned the track into a giant mud slide. This week's cancellations brings the number of days the track has been closed due to weather conditions to 2.

continued from page 16, col. 3

insistance regarding an investigation on the assassination of John F. Kennedy which he states was "engineered by the C.I.A." His appearance will be sponsored by Wantu Waruru and the Student Programming Board. Admission: $5, Bryant students with ID, $2.00 general.

COME CELEBRATE

BRYCOL'S

2nd BIRTHDAY

On Friday, March 4

Party hats
Mixed drinks
Over 75 door prizes
Free chips with every garnish
Unveiling of renovation plans
Beer 25¢ per cup, $1 per pitcher

Join the Mug Club and get 2 free beers

HAPPY HOUR 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. Free Munchies

3 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Birthday cake

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
President O'Hara Attends New Regional Alumni Meetings

Alumni all over the country are discovering that distance from the Smithfield campus need not prevent them from renewing their ties to Bryant and even chatting with our new President. Over the past several months, regional alumni clubs have been activated in Washington, D.C.; St. Petersburg and Fort Lauderdale, Florida; and Hartford, Connecticut.

President O'Hara attended each of these events, meeting alumni and talking to them about Bryant College. Termed Lang, Director of Alumni Relations and Development, future plans would indicate activating additional regional groups all over the country.

The reception in Fort Lauderdale was hosted by College Trustee Felix Mirando and Bernard Jackvony '67. The event took place in Mr. Jackvony's handsome law office in the Landmark Bank Building. The St. Petersburg alumni met in the club quarters of the apartment complex where hostess Mildred Voyer Schauret '41 resided. The Florida alumni were particularly impressed with the color slide presentation of the Smithfield campus, since most of those attending had graduated from Hope Street. According to Fraser Lang, there are 300 known Bryant College graduates in the Florida area. The Hartford meeting was coordinated by Barry Siegal '65, brother of Howard Siegal '77.

Each newly organized club plans to meet again in the spring for another program and to make plans for a full schedule of events starting next fall. Fraser Lang stated, "Through these groups, we hope to increase alumni interest in the College and to strengthen their ties with their alma mater."

Closer to home, Rhode Island area alumni will meet on March 16 in the new Student Center on campus.

The regional meetings were arranged by Fraser Lang and Shirley C. Barden, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations and Development, with the cooperation of the Alumni Association Executive Board headed by Charles E. Bradley '69, Vice-President of Public Affairs Gertrude Meth Hochberg introduced the President and acted as hostess. "Regional alumni groups, launched by our President, have opened up a whole new dimension in alumni relations," stated Lang. "Bryant College is fondly remembered and highly respected all over the country. The mutual benefits from these newly-formed associations are limitless."

Early Morning Hours Causes Brain Damage

Several members of the Archway staff were carried out of the Unistructure by Security at roughly 3 a.m. when they could not fill the empty spots in the paper.

Apparently the overworked members of the staff suddenly freaked out and started whooping Exacto knives around the office. A spokesman for the college said that after the knife throwing, the staff members grabbed a maintenance man as a hostage and threatened to "run him through the waxer if they weren't given any filler. Security moved in at this point only to be driven back by a ferocious barrage of used "Comp/Sel" tape.

The rebels were finally driven from the office after being bombarded with canisters of deadly Chinese Chicken Casserole. No one was wounded.

Examiners say the staff was temporarily insane, thus explaining the reason for two front pages.

Six Bryant Athletes Named ECAC All Stars

Six Bryant athletes were honored this winter by the ECAC Division Two All-Star teams.

Basketball player Paul Seymour, Dan Mazulla, Chris Avery and Mike Travassos, along with hockey players Tony Parziale and Bob Fietsie, were named to All-Star squads during the ten-week winter session.

Seymour was honored three times during the months of December and January while Mazulla was named to the All-Star team twice in addition to capturing "Rookie of the Week" honors once. Avery was selected two weeks ago for his performance in the Indians' victory over Bentley. Travassos was selected for his play in the Holiday Tournament in late December.

Parziale and Fietsie, both goal tenders, gave Bryant representation on the final two weekly teams of the season. Parziale was selection two weeks for his standout effort against New Haven while Fietsie was named for two strong performances against the University of Connecticut and Bridgewater State last week.

Dick Gregory To Be At Bryant

On Monday the 21st of March at 8 p.m., humanitarian and political activist, Dick Gregory will be lecturing to the Bryant College community. As this is a first in recent Bryant history, the turn out is expected to be large.

Since the 1960's, Dick Gregory has been deeply involved in the Civil Rights Movement and has recently brought his attention to the world-wide hunger problem and the acute drug problem facing America. Said Dick Gregory, "I will never be able to understand how a nine-year-old kid always seems to be able to find the heroin man. the FBI can't."

In 1974-75 he began his lecture season with a 800-mile run against hunger from Chicago to Washington, D.C. As a result of this and other feats, this dynamic, prolific personality has been given the title of a freelance, non-violent humanitarian. One of his most outstanding accomplishments of his career was to be awarded the prestigious Doctor of Humane Letters from Malcolm X University in Chicago.

As an author of nine books he has produced his autobiography entitled NIGGER. Recently he has made headlines for his continued to page 15, col. 7
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